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Fast spectral acquisition is an essential component in obtaining broadband molecular spectra with high signal to noise
ratio, and in studying meta-stable molecular species. With the recent developments on commercially available arbitrary
waveform generators (AWG), direct digital synthesizers (DDS), and room-temperature Schottky diodes, it is feasible now
to perform fast spectroscopy scans using the heterodyne detection of the free induction decay of molecules in the millimeter
wave bands, as demonstrated by a few pioneer spectrometer designs.a At Lille, we have developed and demonstrated the
Fourier transform millimeter-wave (FTmmW) spectrometer system based on DDS.b This spectrometer has a simplified
design which does not require external reference clocks or local oscillators, yet it achieves decent frequency resolution and
high phase stability. Since then, several upgrades, including new frequency sweep scheme and filter applications, have been
made to improve the spectral purity and scan bandwidth of this FTmmW system. The results of the detailed performance
test of bandwidth, sensitivity and data acquisition rate on the upgraded system will be presented. The advantages and
limitations of the spectrometer for conducting fast millimeter spectroscopy on atmospheric radicals will be discussed.
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